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Journey Together 
The name of our small groups, Journey Groups, implies that there’s more to this than just 
getting together. Jesus is calling everyone to follow him in bringing healing, wholeness, and 
hope into our world. These groups are your companions on a preexisting call to join that 
Journey.  

Journey Groups aren’t about you, your friends, your group, or who is in your group.  They’re 1

about Jesus and us joining together in following him on the Journey. Participants in your 
group will come and go much quicker than you expect. God will be calling them here or 
there. Let’s use our season with them well and be ready to send them off when that time 
comes. As Brad Watson writes, “To enter into true community, our desire to use community to 
meet our needs must be surrendered. Community cannot meet the needs you are seeking to 
gain from it. Turn those desires to God instead of community.”  2

Journey Groups are all about joining with some companions for a season to help each other 
as we pursue our ultimate goal: spread Jesus’ influence deeper into our lives and into our 
world. Let’s be clear, our Journey isn’t to “create community,” it is to join God’s mission in this 
world. Only through that, is real community create. You’re not journeying toward one another, 
you’re journeying toward God which bring you closer to one another. Journey Groups are not 
about living face-to-face, but side-by-side motivating “one another to acts of love and good 
works.”  There’s a reason that the Journey comes before Group and that “u” is lowercase in 3

both words. 

It’s worth pointing out the lines that immediately follow that passage: “And let us not neglect 
our meeting together, as some people do, but encourage one another.” He’s saying, let’s 
commit to regularly gathering together so that we have the strength and courage to live out 
his mission on our own and through partnering together.  

If we’re following Jesus, we’re all headed toward the same destination (new heaven and a 
new earth), but there are many paths we walk toward that end and many more people to find 
and include on that adventure. Jesus’ influence is expanding through people and places all 
over the universe and he’s doing that through people like you. God will always bring us 
companions to help us along the way. Right now, at this place and time in your life, there are 
certain, specific people for which God has called you to be a trail guide, to journey with them, 
and to journey for others.  

 To read some more ways the Journey Groups contrast other kinds of Groups, see Appendix A1

 Bran A. Watson, Sent Together2

 Hebrews 10:24-253
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Journey Group Values 
While the overall vision of the church is guided by certain values,  we’ve distilled and 4

adapted them here to directly apply them to this aspect of our community.  

Gospel Canon (e.g. 2 Timothy 3:16-17, Hebrews 4: 12-13) 
A “canon” is a standardized measuring device. It forms the foundation and lens through which 
we measure all doctrine and action in the life of a Christian. The Bible, especially the Gospel, 
is our guide for the journey and a diary of others that have gone before us. 

Shared Leadership (Exodus 18:13-27; Romans 12,1 Corinthians 12) 
You can't do it on your own and you’re not supposed to. Your group will be more engaged 
and more empowered if you ask others to help you. That will be a challenge on the frontend, 
but it will be incredibly rewarding on the backend. Especially when you begin to send people 
out.  

Risky Inclusivity (Matthew 9:9-13, 13, Romans 15:7) 
Jesus was committed to helping all kinds of people find commonality with all kinds of people, 
even their enemies. Following his lead, we look to invite and include. It’s not about 
“chemistry,” It’s about Christ (I know, that’s cheesy). New people and invitations will always 
disrupt the old systems. It’s messy to include new people, but that’s the kind of mess we want. 
In fact, with God’s help, including people will lead us more toward health.  The journey is to 
love other people like Jesus does in and through your group. 

Common Mission (Matthew 10, 28:18-20, Luke 10) 
We’re all called to expand Jesus’ influence in our own daily lives. However, much more can be 
accomplished when we work together to commit to serving specific people with specific 
strategies. Whether it’s all about teaming up to engage your regular activities with more of 
Jesus’ influence or working together to go out of your way to help others, we have to be 
intentional about how we’re loving others.  

Sending Multiplication (Genesis 12:1-4, Acts 1:8, 13:1-4, 2 Timothy 2:2) 
No matter how hard you try to avoid it, change is always going to happen. Living things grow, 
multiply, and die. Let's be proactive and lean into this seasons together, while preparing for 
the next. If we want to follow Jesus, we not only have to disciples, but also send. We’re not 
looking to shape simply disciples, but disciple makers. Sending comes with a lot of both joy 
and pain, but it’s exactly the kind of thing God has called us to do.  

 http://discovertogether.com/ourvalues4
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Acts 2:41-3:1 
…Those who believed what Peter said were baptized and added to the church that day—
about 3,000 in all. 

All the believers devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching, and to fellowship, and to 
sharing in meals (including the Lord’s Supper), and to prayer. 

A deep sense of awe came over them all, and the apostles performed many miraculous signs 
and wonders. And all the believers met together in one place and shared everything they 
had. They sold their property and possessions and shared the money with those in need. 
They worshiped together at the Temple each day, met in homes for the Lord’s Supper, and 
shared their meals with great joy and generosity—all the while praising God and enjoying the 
goodwill of all the people. And each day the Lord added to their fellowship those who were 
being saved. 

Peter and John went… 
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The Square 
This passage Acts, among many other examples, shows us 
a picture of community with purposeful practices. It’s a 
community that allows Jesus’ influence to spread in them 
and through them. We’ve tried to distill what they did into 
four different practices.  

Think of it like a backpack. On your journey, you will need 
all kinds of things, but each thing you pack takes a little bit 
of space. Every time you meet and every season, you are 
going to have to make decisions about how you’ll use your 
time. Depending on the season, you might need to pack in specific things, like sweaters 
instead of swimsuits. You should be intentional with every bit of space, filling in all the corners 
with everything you really need. These practices will help you pack for this journey.  

LIVE together 
Deep bonding, intimacy, trust, and personal growth start not just with reading books or 
watching videos together. Make it a priority to really get to know your group. Here’s a free 
pass to have fun. Start sharing your stories, your space, your interests, your time, and your life 
with each other.  

GROW together 
Of course, we don’t want our groups just to drift around aimlessly…like on a raft in a group 
member’s pool. Books, videos, good conversation, and tough questions help us shape our 
view of the world, each other, and most importantly, God. 

CARE together 
We’re not just robots, though. “Stuff” happens in our lives and sometimes we have these little 
things called emotions…ok maybe they’re just allergies. During the hard times, our groups 
are here to support, provide, serve, and encourage one another. But it’s not enough just to 
respond to difficulty, it also helps to prevent it as we care for each other spiritually, physically, 
and emotionally. Caring is not just about bringing dinners over during a rough patch, but also 
about challenging each other to spend more time with our kids, pray more regularly, fast, or 
quit something…together.  

MOVE together 
Not only does Christian community help us share our lives together, but also share our 
journey (or mission) together. Jesus’ work in the church is primarily about bringing up there 
down here as much as we can in our short time—physically and ideologically. Serve, pray for 
coworkers and neighbors, bring people to the group, or jump in at church. I’m sure we could 
give you a few ideas.  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Practical Stuff 

Facilitate: Be as prepared as you can be, keep everyone included, guide the discussion 
(though try to talk less than 50% of the time), model authenticity, and generally just make sure 
group happens. Sometimes you’ll have over-sharers, expressive-feelers, de-railers, close 
talkers, high talkers, low talkers, and all the others. Get a feel for the characters in the room 
and how to best manage and maximize involvement. 

Keep things balanced: We think that square on the other page helps describes a well-
rounded group. Sometimes, though, certain needs or interests make one or the other sides 
dominant. Don’t neglect them all, but feel free to emphasize one or two during different 
seasons. Use the Journey Group Map to help.  

Length: 90 minutes is usually a good rule-of-thumb, though your group might look different. 
Time is valuable, so using the Square work to fill it intentionally.  

Communication: Try to stick to a 48hr window for everything when responding to a group 
member or staff. Agree with your group members on a medium for consistent 
communication. We think one of the best ways is to regularly do attendance through 
theLoop. If that doesn’t work or if you need to send us a special note, please reach out. 
  
Legacy: Keep these questions in mind: Where is this group going? How will they look 
different after our time together? After a month? After a year? Who will be leading this group 
in 6 months? Who will be leading this group next year? Who in this group might be able to 
lead another group? Stay attentive to what God might want to do with you, your group, and 
the people in your group. At different time you’ll need to invite, delegate, send, and multiply. 

Childcare: We love it when your kids are around and we hope they’re a significant part of 
your life & group. But if you really want to have honest discussion, you need some adult-time 
and opportunities to truly be honest, open, and authentic. We can try to help you with getting 
some help there, but try your best to work that out with the help of your group.  

Selecting Materials: Do your best to take intentional time to review the materials. Whether 
it’s RightNow Media videos, We’d love to try to help you think about this, but here are a few 
preliminary notes: 1) Manage the cheesiness. 2) Keep it on the shorter side (8-20 min videos) 
or one chapter a week. 3) Be personally interested yourself. 

Map: The best way to get started on a Journey is to examine a map and plot a route. We’ve 
created a template for you to work through with other leaders and then share with your 
group. Refer to that tool for helpful questions for planning and to get ready to pack your bags 
for the right Journey.  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APPENDIX 
What Journey Groups Are Not 

Social Clubs  
We aren’t assigning you friends. This isn’t long-form speed dating for friendship-forming. It’s 
not about chemistry and clicking. Journey Groups can be full of diversity at every level, 
though we try to connect people around some similarities (stage of life & location), our 
differences and the work we do to relate are an important part of our growth and movement 
as Christians.  

Bible Studies & Book Clubs 
While you might study the Bible or use a book to assist you, Journey Groups should utilize 
these resources to equip each other for our journeys. Books, videos, or other materials help 
us grow and think in new ways so we can live out the work we’re called to join.  
 
Group Counseling 
All your groups problems won’t be solved in this group. Counseling is a great thing, and 
Journey Groups have a helpful amount of that. However, Journey Groups aren’t a 
replacement for those kinds of needs. It will probably take some time for people to open up 
about things that they really struggle with. When they do, it will likely not be in your gathering 
time, but in a more intimate relationship discovered through your Journey Group.  

Service Teams 
Doing things together for each other and others is an incredibly important part of forming 
community and living out God’s call. But if we’re not investing in the other aspect of 
community too, we’re not being shaped in all the ways that God is looking to engage our 
hearts and minds. We have to enjoy the gospel as we live the gospel.  

Hobby Group 
Common interests can drive chemistry and connection in your group. But this isn’t a group 
meant to be all about those aspects of life. If you want to start a group like that for the sake of 
connecting with people in or outside your group, then great! (Especially, if it helps you and 
others live out the journey of loving people like Jesus). But Journey Groups are about 
diversity too. There will definitely be similarities between you and the people in your group, 
but sometimes you will be with people who are very different from you. That’s good for them 
and good for you. 

About You 
Journey Groups are about what Jesus is doing, where he is going, and what he wants to do 
with us. Journey Groups might result in inconvenient scheduling, inconvenient phone calls at 
2am, inconvenient awkward conversations, and inconvenient vulnerability. They are 
unapologetically inconvenient at times, but that’s because they’re important. We think God’s 
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calling is something worth investing in and making a priority. Journey Groups are a way to 
help you and help you help others on that road. 

Easy 
No one really wants to be part of easy things. Sure, there should definitely be a rejuvenating 
element to what we’re doing in Journey Groups. Relaxed, spiritually-catered atmosphere can 
seem nice at first, but eventually people will grow discontent (oftentimes without knowing 
why). The best rest comes in the midst of work. Leaders are tempted to spiritually pamper 
their group by providing all the leadership, organization, planning, communication, and/or 
hospitality elements. Eventually, you will get burnt out, while your group gets more and more 
disengaged.  

We should never try to lower-the-bar for following Jesus. He warns us to count the cost. 
Journey Groups are an opportunity to join with others in your common Journey to know 
Jesus better, become more like him, and do things for people in your life and community like 
he did. This is a high calling, and our groups exist to help each other travel this difficult, costly, 
rewarding road. The journey is a commitment, and Journey Groups are an opportunity to live 
that out well for everyone in your group. 
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